
Metos Multigen food transport trolleys

Product information
 

SKU MULTIGEN
Product name Metos Multigen food transport trolleys
Dimensions  mm
 

Description

The Metos Multigen -collection consists of multi-portion trolleys, that are designed for Cook-
Serve and Cook-Chill applications. The trolleys are durably built, functional and versatile,
and they provide an immediate advantage for any food service system. The Multigen
-trolleys have a heating chamber for food prepared in GN-containers, as well as, a
regeneration compartment function for frozen and chilled foods. High performance
combined with safe and efficient solutions to the practical day-to-day demands of high-
pressure operations, result in perfect food quality, temperature and presentation.

In addition to the durable and light-weight design, the Multigen’s ergonomic features ensure
smooth-rolling maneuverability and responsiveness thanks to the unique location of the
wheels. The frame, surrounded by a polymer buffer, is made from reliable stainless-steel
and is extremely light-weight. The sleek gantry maximizes worktop space and allows for
360-degree visibility. The gantry can be delivered with a heating and lighting system to
enhance food presentation and temperature retention. The control panel is conveniently
placed at your eye level for quick glance comprehension. Alternatively, the trolley can be
delivered without the gantry.

Detailed safeguards have also been added to the trolleys, such as a protective air curtain
that restricts the amount of steam released when the oven door is open. Other features
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include thorough insulation to minimize heat loss and reduce energy consumption, as well
as a stainless-steel door that swings to 180 degrees. When the door remains open, an alarm
will alert operators to ensure food temperatures are never compromised.

There are four different sizes of Metos Multigen -multi-portion trolleys available: XS, S, M
and L. The S-model has one chamber and models XS, M and L have two chambers.

Technical information of the trolleys:

Multigen S
voltage 400V3NPE 7,5kW 10A
measurements 728x728/1068x910/1425 mm (height Ø200 mm with wheels)

Multigen XS
voltage 400V3NPE 4kW 7A
measurements 728x728/1068x910/1425 mm (height Ø200 mm with wheels)

Multigen M
voltage 400V3NPE 7,5kW 12A
measurements 1256x728/1068x910/1425 mm (height Ø200 mm with wheels)

Multigen L
voltage 400V3NPE 2x7,6kW 2x12,5A
measurements 1506x728/1068x910/1425 mm (height Ø200 mm with wheels)

The trolleys are always designed and equipped with accessories to fit the food distribution
needs of the customer.
Contact our sales unit and start your food distribution design journey using the
Metos Multigen -trolleys!
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